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Business Wisdom Delivered

A Letter from the Publisher

Looking forward  
to the next 75 years
How do you thank everyone who contributed to the success of a business 
over the course of its first 75 years? 

Chronologically, I suppose you could start with Wayne Wagar, who opened the 
doors of Wagar, Lunt & Oehring in 1941. And, of course, Jack Rehmann, who 
joined Wayne in 1954 and shaped the Firm’s legacy for decades thereafter. 
(Learn more about Rehmann’s history on pages 12-13.)

What then? How do you appropriately single out so many associates whose 
positive contributions brought the Firm to where it is today?

Here’s the thing: I don’t think you do. Certainly not in any publication with 
fewer than 1,000 pages.

I think what you do instead is promise to continue what they either started or 
supported for years. You put people first, celebrate wins when appropriate 
and persist during any difficult stretches.

You keep a close eye on client satisfaction — an area in which our clients 
continue to say we do quite well — and make sure your associates have a 
positive, progressive culture in which they can flourish.

When people ask me, “How are things going? Where’s the Firm headed?” I 
reply, “It’s going really well and we will continue to work hard to ensure our 
success continues.” Understanding, of course, that what got us here won’t 
get us there — through the next 75 years of delivering business wisdom. 
That’s one of the reasons why we spoke to future leaders of the Firm to get 
their impressions of what a successful tomorrow will take. (See what they had 
to say on pages 18-19.) 

We’re thrilled to be celebrating our 75th year and even happier that you’re 
able to join us with this special edition of BWD magazine. The party begins  
on page 11. 

Randy Rupp, CPA 
CEO
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... but their actions can cause lasting damage in the real world. They target businesses and 
individuals alike by leveraging weaknesses in computer systems, studying — and exploiting — 
behaviors and routines, and collectively sending out hundreds of millions of spam messages 
every day. 

The financial and reputational losses their actions inflict can be devastating. For example, the 
Ponemon Institute’s most recent “Cost of Data Breach Study” for the U.S. pegs the average 
total cost of data breaches at a whopping $6.5 million.

Many people combat these attacks with operating system features, firewalls and passwords, 
but there’s even more that can, and must, be done. Do you know how to:

• Protect yourself and your business against malware, spyware and other digital weapons?
• Avoid popular social engineering tactics? 
• Identify and avoid phishing scams?

If not, now’s the time to learn. There are approximately 1.5 million cyber attacks each year … 
and the threats keep coming in the form of everything from malware and phishing to “artisanal” 
spam designed to circumvent traditional email filters. 

Criminals are stalking 
you online ...

Visit rehmann.com/bwd-cyber to discover how you 
can bolster your defenses and put cyber criminals 
where they belong: out of business. 
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NUGGETS OF WISDOM

Two-thirds of adults 
worldwide think 
entrepreneurship is  
a good career choice
Sixty-six percent of adults see entrepreneurship as a 
good career choice and more than half of the working-
age population feels they have the ability to start a 
business. According to the Global Entrepreneurship 
Monitor (GEM) 2015 Global Report:

• 70 percent of adults hold entrepreneurs to a “high 
status” in their respective societies. Twenty-one 
percent of adults across 60 economies intend to 
start a business in the next three years.

• The proportion of entrepreneurs with medium to 
high job creation expectations are similar across 
all development levels, with about one in five 
entrepreneurs stating that they will employ six 
or more people. Entrepreneurs in the U.S. show 
higher levels on this measure, with 32 percent 
projecting this employment potential.

• Across all economies, the highest entrepreneurship 
participation rates are found among 25- to 35- and 
35- to 44-year-olds — people in their early and 
mid-careers.

(Source: Babson College) 

Living paycheck to paycheck 
across the US
Hawaii is the state where Americans are most likely to live paycheck to 
paycheck, whereas residents of Minnesota are least likely.

States were evaluated and ranked according to the percentage of the 
median paycheck that was left over after subtracting housing costs, 
food expenditures, transportation expenses, utilities and healthcare.

Even though Hawaii has the third-highest median household income in 
the U.S., it still ranks as the number one state where people are most 
likely to live paycheck to paycheck due to high cost-of-living factors.

Minnesota is the number one state where people are least likely to 
live paycheck to paycheck due to its relatively high median household 
income — number six in the U.S. — and low cost of living.

(Source: GOBankingRates.com)

Most likely to live 
paycheck to paycheck:
 1.  Hawaii 
 2.  California
 3.  New York
 4.  Alaska
 5.  Florida
 6.  Nevada
 7.  New Jersey
 8.  Rhode Island
 9.  Massachusetts
 10.  Connecticut

Least likely to live 
paycheck to paycheck:
 1.  Minnesota
 2.  Iowa
 3.  Missouri
 4.  Utah
 5.  Idaho
 6.  Montana
 7.  Kansas
 8.  Arkansas
 9.  Nebraska
 10.  North Dakota
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13 million Americans 
have hidden bank or 
credit card accounts
Thirteen million Americans have hidden a bank or credit 
card account from their live-in spouse, partner or significant 
other, according to a new report.

Those accounts aren’t the only financial secrets Americans 
are hiding: 41 percent have spent over $100 without their 
spouse or partner’s knowledge, including 19 percent who 
have spent more than $500. Men are almost twice as likely 
as women to have spent more than $500 without notifying 
their spouse or partner.

Most Americans can’t be accused of hypocrisy when it 
comes to financial secrets, though. While 19 percent of 
Americans have secretly spent $500 or more, a larger 
number — 24 percent — believe that their spouse or 
partner should be able to spend more than $500 without 
letting them know. Also, while 41 percent of Americans say 
they’ve spent more than $100 without telling, 47 percent 
said they would approve of their spouse or significant other 
spending more than $100 without being told about it.

Millennials and seniors are less likely to spend over $25 
without their spouse or partner’s knowledge than people 
between the ages of 30 and 64.

Out of all of the income groups, the middle class was the 
most approving about having their spouse or partner spend 
$500 or more without having to know about it.

Northeasterners were the most likely to have spent more 
than $500 without telling their spouse or partner.

(Source: CreditCards.com)

Small-business owners:  
US facing a retirement crisis
A survey of U.S. small-business owners (SBOs) reveals contradictory views 
on the retirement preparedness of the country’s workers — yet offers an 
optimistic economic outlook for the next two years.

The online study found that:

• 84 percent of SBOs believe American workers are facing a 
retirement readiness crisis. However, 60 percent of SBOs believe 
their own employees are on track to retire.

• Nearly two-thirds (63 percent) of SBOs say it’s important for 
a business owner to provide retirement benefits, but in reality, 
only one-third (34 percent) of SBOs offer these benefits to their 
employees.

• Of the SBOs who offer retirement benefits to their employees,  
67 percent say they plan to increase their company contribution to 
employees’ 401(k) plans. Of the SBOs who do not currently offer 
retirement benefits, 30 percent say they plan to offer these benefits 
in the future. 

• Half of SBOs who plan to start offering retirement benefits say they 
will do so because they expect sales or revenue to increase in the 
next 12 to 24 months, and 32 percent believe the U.S. economy 
will improve in the same timeframe. SBOs who currently offer 401(k) 
plans and say they will increase contributions have an even more 
positive outlook: 56 percent expect company sales or revenue to 
increase in the next 12 to 24 months and 53 percent believe the 
U.S. economy will improve in that same period.

SBOs who do not currently offer a 401(k) plan to their employees 
should talk to a financial advisor about finding a plan that’s right for their 
employees and businesses. SBOs who already offer retirement benefits 
to their employees should complete a plan review every year with their 
advisors. The review should include an analysis of the plan’s components 
and investment options for their employees. 

If you’re unsure where to start, visit rehmann.com/retirement-builders.

(Source: Nationwide)
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Cyber security threats 
Is your company vulnerable?
Businesses have always had to worry about crimes such as embezzlement and 
anticompetitive practices. But the dangers they face now are much more sophisticated — 
and can be far costlier. 

According to the Ponemon Institute’s latest U.S.- focused cyber crime report:

• The financial impact of cyber crime has increased 82 percent over the past six years.

• No industry is safe: During that six-year period, some industries have realized as high 
as a $9 million increase in the cost of cyber crime.  

• It takes, on average, nearly 50 days and close to $2 million to resolve a cyber attack.

The bottom line? Falling prey to cyber crime carries big financial penalties … and those 
penalties are going up.   

By Jessica Dore, CISA
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jessica is a Principal with Rehmann’s consulting 
department, focusing on technology risk 
management. She provides information 
technology consulting and security services to a 
wide range of clients. 

Contact her today at  
jessica.dore@rehmann.com. 

To add insult to injury, detecting and recovering from such attacks 
is also expensive: Those efforts alone account for more than half of 
all annual costs associated with cyber crime.

Between 2013 and 2015, at least 100 banks in 30 countries 
were targeted by an Eastern European cyber crime ring, losing 
approximately $1 billion combined. The attacks — which consisted 
of wire transfer and ATM fraud — were made possible through 
effective social engineering. Bank employees were conned into 
opening corrupted attachments or clicking infected links. 

Once the bank’s system was infiltrated, a Trojan (seemingly 
innocuous software that actually contains malicious code) was 
installed, providing the fraudsters with access to the network,  
as well as the ability to monitor system administrators and the 
transfer verification process. In addition, they were able to hack 
ATM networks, withdrawing millions of dollars without the help  
of malware.

Knowledge is power
As the saying goes, forewarned is forearmed. Here, then, are  
some of the more common types of cyber attacks — each of which 
could pose a direct threat to your company … and possibly even 
your clients.

Masters of disguise 
In database breaches, also referred to as account takeovers, a form 
of identity theft occurs in which cyber thieves steal credentials  
such as account passwords and then execute fraudulent 
transactions. This theft can happen a few different ways. One 
method incorporates keylogging software that records a user’s 
keystrokes and sends them to the thief. Another method leverages 
email “phishing” that tricks legitimate users into sending 
credentials to a bogus email or entering them on a fake website.

Server overload 
Imagine your email inbox receiving millions of emails at once. 
This is one potential consequence of a distributed denial of service 
(DDoS) attack, during which hackers overwhelm servers. Other 
common results of DDoS attacks include degradation of web or 
email resources, slow network performance and the inability to 
access some network resources. Most DDoS attacks last for several 
hours, creating a distraction that allows for fraudulent transactions 
to take place undetected.   

A digital crime syndicate 
Cyber espionage occurs when computer networks are utilized 
to illegally access private information. This information often 
belongs to governments or other organizations. Highly classified 
information on trade, intellectual property data and business 
strategies are being hacked from the computer networks of U.S. 
corporations. According to CNBC, government officials consider 
cyber espionage to be the greatest risk to the economic security  
of the U.S. 

Fighting back with the fantastic four 
Here’s how businesses can mitigate the risks associated with  
cyber attacks.

1 |  Create, implement and periodically test an action plan to 
ensure your organization is prepared to fight against a cyber 
security breach.

2 | Conduct training sessions to ensure employees are well versed 
in your organization’s action plan against cyber attacks. 

• Train employees on appropriate email and information 
safeguards. For example, ensure employees create 
strong passwords that are updated regularly and kept 
confidential.

• Implement two-factor authentication. Two-factor 
authentication is a security measure that requires users 
to provide two types of identification — a password and 
a fingerprint, for example — to access an account. This 
helps prevent the success of phishing and malware attacks 
and protect users’ credentials. 

3 | Don’t give hackers the opportunity to take advantage of any 
software malfunctions — repair known issues as promptly as 
possible. 

4 | Use all available security features and controls built into online 
and computer systems.

Unfortunately, cyber threats to your business are not going away  
any time soon. Arm yourself against cyber threats with the 
knowledge to protect yourself, your company, its people and its 
assets. For continuing updates on the fight against cyber crooks, 
visit rehmann.com. 



CONTEXT AND IMPACT
The intent of the new standards is to create more clarity and 
transparency by requiring uniform lease accounting treatment. 
In the past, gamesmanship often kept lease deals off the books. 
Firms would declare most or all of their leases as operating leases 
to keep significant debt off of the balance sheet, or structure what 
is essentially a long-term lease agreement as a short lease with 
multiple renewal options. Those days will soon be gone.

In practical terms, lessee accounting will change considerably, 
whereas lessor accounting will remain largely unaffected. Firms 
with significant property or equipment disclosed as operating 
lease commitments will likely experience substantial impact to 
their financial statements.

A big unknown is how bankers will react to the new debt 
obligations. Realistically, companies are essentially in the same 
economic position despite the new numbers recorded on the 
balance sheet. Still, lenders might need to reevaluate covenants and 
loan document provisions, as the new accounting treatment could 
alter debt-to-equity ratios and tangible net worth calculations.

GETTING READY
Despite the extended effective date, there are steps your firm can 
take to prepare.

Review all current leases, determining which ones will be in effect 
when the standard becomes effective and which ones may need to 
be renewed. 

Choose from transition options. Entities will have the option to 
elect a number of practical expedients relating to the classification 
of leases that commenced before the effective date and the 
ability to use hindsight in evaluating lessee options to extend or 
terminate the lease.

Consult your advisors and lenders. Make sure to discuss the new 
standards and any potential impact with your lenders or other 
users of your financial statements to avoid last-minute concerns  
or surprises.

Lease accounting standards are being revised for the first time in 
decades. If your organization leases property or equipment, the new 
rules will affect you — perhaps greatly. Here’s an overview of what is 
changing and how to prepare.

BALANCE SHEET TRANSPARENCY
Two big changes are coming. First, firms will report all leases longer 
than one year on their balance sheets. Second, lease types are being 
redefined.

Generally speaking, there have been two main types of business leases: 
capital and operating. Capital leases appear on the balance sheet, while 
operating leases do not, though the related commitments are included 
in footnotes.

Under the new standards, all leases will fall into three categories:
•  Short-term: One year or less
•  Financing leases: Term is for a major part of the economic life or 

value of the asset
•  Operating leases: Term is not for a major part of the economic 

life or value of the asset 

Any leases longer than one year, regardless of type, will be recorded 
on the balance sheet. They’ll appear as assets for leased “right-to-use” 
buildings, equipment and more, with offsetting liabilities for the lease 
obligations. Financing leases will be recorded in the income statement 
similar to current capital leases, while operating leases will be recorded 
in the income statement on a straight-line basis, similar to current 
operating leases. 

The rules don’t become effective until 2019 for public companies 
and 2020 for private companies. However, public firms are required 
to show three-year comparative financial statements, so the new 
standards will require restatement of 2017 for them. Private companies 
typically report two-year comparatives to lenders, which will require 
restatement of 2019 for comparative purposes.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Rick is an Assurance Principal at Rehmann. He has extensive experience 
in accounting and auditing and works with clients in a variety of 
industries, including manufacturing, distribution and construction. 
Contact him today at rick.heidebrink@rehmann.com. 

Mark is an Assurance Principal at Rehmann. He has worked with clients 
in a variety of industries, including manufacturing, distribution, service, 
financial institutions and not-for-profit organizations. Contact him today 
at mark.osbourne@rehmann.com. 

Preparing for new 
lease accounting 
standards
By Rick Heidebrink, CPA, and Mark Osbourne, CPA
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In honor of Rehmann’s 75th anniversary, join us for a look back, a look forward and a look at 
what businesses must do to achieve longevity in today’s challenging market. Over the next few 
pages, we’ll celebrate with balloons, candy, sports, royalty and business wisdom … delivered.

Let’s party!

Pictured left to right: Rehmann CEO Randy Rupp and Chairman Emeritus Jack Rehmann.
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The history 
of Rehmann
The family business was in trouble.

Technological advancements in dry cleaning introduced greater competition into the market 
and threatened the Rehmann family’s wholesale dry cleaning business. Jack Rehmann, who 
joined the business full time following a two-year stint in the Navy after college, had to 
consider a career change.

Armed with an accounting degree, Rehmann started hunting for work. He landed a job with 
the firm Wagar, Lunt & Oehring, which started in Saginaw, Michigan, in 1941 with only two 
people but had grown to two offices, 35 employees and three partners.

Sharing typewriters … and cigarette smoke
The staff room in which Rehmann would begin his career was short on frills: It was a large 
space with desks lined up along the walls, where everyone shared two typewriters, one phone, 
one adding machine (which printed sums on a roll of paper similar to today’s markedly smaller 
desktop adding machines) and one Marchant calculator (picture a calculator the size of some 
of today’s desktop computers). They also shared cigarette smoke — this was back when ads for 
cigarettes featured doctors extolling their virtues — and wrote depreciation schedules by hand. 

Though technology had presented challenges for his family’s business, Rehmann still 
appreciated the changes that rolled into the Firm. At one point, a printing company rented 
office space in the same building and the Firm’s employees had access to a copy machine for 
$0.25 per page, which is about $2 today. 

“We were very excited because we could run upstairs and … bingo!” Rehmann recalled. Until 
the cost for all of that miraculous copying crossed the boss’ desk, anyway.

“When Wayne [Firm founder Wayne Wagar] got the first month’s bill, that ended that,” 
Rehmann laughed.
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A new name, new challenges and one big checklist
By the early 1960s, Rehmann became a partner and the Firm was rechristened Wagar, Lunt & 
Rehmann. By the end of the decade, he was named managing partner. 

But times weren’t always prosperous. Federal Trade Commission rules and more competition 
brought challenges to the Firm, which at its most difficult point employed just six people. 
However, soon enough, the Firm experienced growth that boosted its employee count up to 40.

Two more business combinations in 1979 doubled the number of employees overnight … 
and brought with it another name change, this time to Rehmann, Robson, Osburn & Co. 
Faced with such an enormous organizational change, Rehmann signed up for a course called 
“Management for Results.” 

Impressed with the course, Rehmann invited its instructor to evaluate the Firm’s processes. 
After the evaluation, the instructor returned with 92 recommendations and the Firm adopted 
nearly all of them. The effort paid off, with improved manager and associate satisfaction that 
in turn boosted business success. By the time Rehmann retired in 1992, the Firm boasted 225 
employees. 

Rapid growth and a new “Experience”
Steve Kelly was named CEO of what was then called Rehmann, Robson & Co. in 1985. The 
Firm experienced rapid growth after he assumed the helm.

“Our development can be directly attributed to our consistent focus on our clients and helping 
our associates become as successful as possible,” Kelly explained. 

It was that focus that sparked the company’s next period of momentum. Noticing that client 
satisfaction results had leveled off and, despite their positive numbers, looking to raise them 
even higher, Kelly and some associates interviewed top clients to identify where the Firm could 
improve its service offerings. 

The result of their efforts: The Rehmann Experience. This forward-thinking service model 
familiarizes clients with associates from all service lines who are committed to working 
collaboratively to provide more ideas, service and experience. It has served as the Firm’s North 
Star ever since and has indeed bolstered client satisfaction results to unprecedented heights.

In 2015, 33 years after joining the Firm as an intern, Randy Rupp succeeded Kelly as CEO. 

To Rupp, developing The Rehmann Experience was a bold and important move, but there’s 
something else he feels also left an indelible mark on the Firm’s growth. 

“It wasn’t one good year, one person we hired or one client we served that brought Rehmann 
success: It was a combination of efforts from everyone involved,” Rupp reflected. “Our 
leadership and associates have held true to our values and built an incredible company culture. 
This is what makes Rehmann the Firm it is today.” 

“I’m most proud of the culture that we’ve built, which is all about people — 
both clients and associates. It’s so ingrained in everyone at the Firm, and we 
all do our best to live up to the value of putting people first.”

 Steve Kelly, CPA — Rehmann CEO from 1985 to 2015

When Steve Kelly, CPA, was 
named CEO, Rehmann’s 
annual revenue was $2.8 
million. By his retirement in 
2015, it had grown to more 
than $100 million — a 3,700 
percent increase.

Opposite page: Jack Rehmann looks back on 75 years of excellence. This page: Steve Kelly, CPA, who 
left an indelible mark on the Firm while overseeing its remarkable growth.
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GETTING TO 75:  
9 things your business can do today  

to help ensure it sees tomorrow

The key to business is honesty and 
integrity. Do what you love, love what 
you do and the rest will fall into place. 

Gene Goldin, CPA 
Principal, Stuart, Florida

Protect your company culture and values: 
They’re what made you successful in 
the first place. No matter how big you 
want your company to grow or what new 
ventures you want to be a part of, each 
step has to be the right fit for your culture 
and values.

Stacie Kwaiser, CPA 
COO, Saginaw, Michigan

Even when growth arrives and there are 
more people to help carry the load, the 
challenges of running a successful business 
never end — never assume you’re going 
to have a problem-free future. Embrace 
the challenges that appear. You’ll be all the 
better for it.

Steve Kelly, CPA 
Chairman, Saginaw, Michigan

One of Rehmann’s core values is 
“Put people first.” This is hugely 
important in long-term business 
success. We also want people in 
our organization to be obsessed 
with client service — obsessed with 
fast responses and proactive ideas. 

John Hills, CPA 
Principal, Toledo, Ohio
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Reaching a 75th anniversary is no easy achievement for any business, let 
alone one in a field as demanding as financial services. What does it take to 
last so long? Are there any lessons or best practices that can be gleaned from 
Rehmann’s story? To find out, members of Rehmann’s executive team were 
asked, “What advice would you give someone starting their business today 
about what they can do to reach their own 75th anniversary?” 

Here’s what they had to say.

My advice to survive and thrive for 75 years  
in business would be to do right by the people 
inside and outside your business. With an 
engaged team that’s willing to grow, you can 
transform your business. With loyal customers 
and strong connections, pursuing what’s next 
has a great probability of success.

Heidi Bolger, CPA/ABV, CM&AA, CGMA  
Principal, Saginaw, Michigan 

Surround yourself with people as passionate as you are 
about achieving business goals. Be smart enough to also 
surround yourself with people smarter than you — those 
who can provide input about the direction of the business. 

Focus on the client. Their needs keep you valued and 
vibrant; their success is your success. If you have satisfied 
clients, you’ll be around for more than 75 years.  

Randy Rupp, CPA 
CEO, Saginaw, Michigan

When it comes to making 
decisions and meeting an ultimate 
goal, “KISS” your challenges: 
“Keep It Super Simple.” Too often, 
things are made more complex 
than necessary. Simplify. 

Always stay client focused. Our 
team does this by agreeing on 
a common goal and discussing 
reasonable expectations 
with our clients. Without that 
understanding, how do we know 
how we’re being measured?  

Lenny Levine, CPA 
Regional Managing Principal, 
Boca Raton, Florida

One of Rehmann’s core values is 
“Put people first.” This is hugely 
important in long-term business 
success. We also want people in 
our organization to be obsessed 
with client service — obsessed with 
fast responses and proactive ideas. 

John Hills, CPA 
Principal, Toledo, Ohio
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Celebrating          years

1966

19411941

1966

1985 1985 1991

Our Firm enjoys remarkable growth due in part to combinations 
with such firms as Wright Griffin Davis; Spilman, Hills & Heidebrink, 
Ltd.; and Harris, Cotherman, Jones, Price & Associates.

1967

1991

2013 - 20152013 - 2015

1979

2013

Winning teams join forces when Rehmann partners with the  
Detroit Red Wings, one of the most storied sports teams in history.

Wayne Wagar opens the 
company doors of Wagar, 
Lunt & Oehring.

Rehmann celebrates its  
25th anniversary.

Steve Kelly, CPA, is named 
CEO. His tenure would  
last 30 years and under  
his direction the Firm would 
reach over $100 million  
in revenue. 

Another dedicated group 
begins its own mission: 
The original “Star Trek” TV 
series airs in September.

Jack Rehmann, CPA,  
assumes the Managing  
Partner role. He stays in the 
role until Steve Kelly is named 
CEO on July 1, 1985.

The Dow Jones Industrial  
Average tops 3,000 for the  
first time …

1954

In a move that will  
launch the opening not of  
doors but of millions of bags  
of candy, M&Ms make their debut.

Another promising stint begins as  
Michael Jordan starts his NBA career.
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Celebrating          years A lot has happened in the last 75 years. Let’s take a trip down memory lane and revisit 
some of the people and events that shaped us during that time.

1991

Jack Rehmann, CPA, joins 
Wagar, Lunt & Oehring …

… which is renamed Wagar, 
Lunt & Rehmann seven  
years later.

Our Firm enjoys remarkable growth due in part to combinations 
with such firms as Wright Griffin Davis; Spilman, Hills & Heidebrink, 
Ltd.; and Harris, Cotherman, Jones, Price & Associates.

1997 2009

2013 - 2015

1979

1961

1979

2015

Randall Robson

Jack  
Rehmann

2016

We celebrate our 75th 
anniversary and create a 
timeline that includes Michael 
Jordan, Prince William, a 
hockey team and candy.

Randy Rupp, CPA, becomes CEO.

Kerby Bailey & Associates 
joins Rehmann, expanding our 
portfolio to include corporate 
investigative services. 

Jack Rehmann, CPA,  
assumes the Managing  
Partner role. He stays in the 
role until Steve Kelly is named 
CEO on July 1, 1985.

The Dow Jones Industrial  
Average tops 3,000 for the  
first time …

We streamline and  
become Rehmann.

… as Rehmann tops 50 years.

Our Firm becomes Rehmann, 
Robson, Osburn and Co.

Rehmann, Robson, Osburn and Co. isn’t alone on the “debut” 
front: sports network ESPN launches on September 7.

1954

Other notable combinations 
include Prince William and 
Kate Middleton, Google 
and YouTube, and  
Marvel’s The Avengers.
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Flying cars. Square tomatoes. An entire population rendered hunchbacked because of too much 
television. These are just some predictions of the future provided by generations past. Predictions 
that we now know were not only inaccurate, but wildly so. 

Nevertheless, while the glimpse into the past we’re sharing in this special edition of BWD magazine 
is hopefully very illuminating, more compelling still is a consideration of what the future might hold. 
Here are some insights from a few of Rehmann’s advisors about what kind of future they expect to 
encounter and how those expectations might impact tomorrow’s businesses.

Rehmann and the future

LOOKING 
FORWARD:
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Q. What excites you most about the future?
Jennifer Baldini, CFP®, CRPC® 
Financial Advisor:  
Technology — it just amazes me every day. It gives us more 
flexibility and opportunities to reach clients. It also provides 
clients with more access to the information they need to succeed. 
That’s to say nothing of other really interesting technological 
developments coming our way. I recently learned that there is a 
good chance my grandchildren will never need driver’s licenses 
because cars will be driving themselves by then. 

Rachel Newell 
Accounting, Consulting and Tax Manager:  
Seeing “old-school” business practices blend with technological 
advancements. Many younger clients are starting to ask for face-
to-face interaction and hands-on training and guidance from us. 
Meanwhile, many older clients request help with implementing 
the latest technologies. I love that, because it illustrates that 
each generation can learn from the other. It will be a beautiful 
thing to see the blood, sweat and tears of multiple generations 
come together to create a highly efficient and yet very personal 
experience for tomorrow’s businesses.

Q. What should entrepreneurs consider to 
help “future proof” their ideas? 
David Swatosh, CPA, MST 
Senior Manager:  
I’d recommend a few different things, actually.

• Maintain as much control over your ideas as possible,  
and take chances on them. 

• Focus on providing quality services and products.  
Leverage the right people and resources. Focus on  
what’s essential to success and delegate the rest.

• Have enough capital available to weather any storms  
and continue to grow.

• Invest in your business, even if it means initially  
sacrificing personal financial gain. 

Q. What do you think is the most important 
change a business today should make to 
prepare for the future?
Ryan Whitman, CPA 
Tax Senior Manager:  
The number one thing that comes to mind is cyber security. We 
have all seen data breaches at very large companies that have had 
major consequences. Business owners need to act now to help 
ensure the proper procedures and protections are in place. That’s so 
important to minimize the risk of an attack that could compromise 
not only their data, but their entire company. 

Q. What scares you the most about the future?
Rachel Newell:  
I’m not a big believer in fearing or worrying about the future.  
I believe in planning for the future and, even more importantly, 
staying open to what it brings. We’ve all experienced just how fast 
the world, society, technology and business practices can change 
… and change can be extremely hard. Opportunities present 
themselves in many ways and, often, not in the way you expected. 
Staying flexible is the key to maintaining success in the future. 

Rehmann and the future

LOOKING 
FORWARD:

Opportunities present themselves in many 
ways and, often, not in the way you expected. 
Staying flexible is the key to maintaining 
success in the future.
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Mary McCune remembers the “Youth of the Year.”

The girl grew up in an abusive environment, escaping to the Boys 
& Girls Club of Lansing. There, she learned how to overcome the 
challenges of her childhood, as well as how to set and meet goals she 
might not have otherwise been able to achieve.

“This young woman won a full scholarship to college and, after 
graduation, she returned to Boys & Girls Club to give a motivational 
speech to the students,” McCune, a Rehmann principal, said. “It 
was extremely moving to hear her story and watch her accept the 
organization’s ‘Youth of the Year’ award.

“When you see successes such as these, you really understand the 
importance of giving back.”

At Rehmann, our values guide not only how we interact with clients 
and associates, but also how we interact with our local communities: 
It’s no accident that “Put People First” is our first core value. 

The rewards of acts of kindness 
Here, our associates share stories and insights on the rewards 
of community support — rewards that impact individuals, 
organizations and communities. 

Boys & Girls Club of Lansing
The mission of the Boys & Girls Club of Lansing is “to inspire 
and enable all young people, especially those who need us 
most, to realize their full potential as productive, responsible 
and caring citizens.” McCune served on the organization’s 
board for nearly a decade.

“It is wonderful to see these kids getting the opportunity to 
engage in a variety of enriching programs,” said McCune. “The 
work Boys & Girls Club does has real, life-changing effects on 
the futures of so many children.”

5 ways  
to give back
Finding it difficult to identify the right 
organization to volunteer with and the 
time to do it? Consider leveraging the 
following tips on best strategies for 
getting involved and giving back. 

Identify your passion. 
Take some time to think 
about what really excites 
you. Survey where you 
spend your free time  
and what you do in that 
space. You will be more 
inclined to participate if the 
subject matter excites you 
and speaks to you on a 
personal level. 

Start small. While you may 
be anxious to get involved 
and make a difference, 
don’t bite off more than 
you can chew. Signing 
up for too many volunteer 
opportunities or time-
intensive commitments can 
lead to selling yourself and 
the organization short. 

1
2

3

VALUING  
KINDNESS
How acts of kindness  
impact everyone involved
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Lumen Christi Catholic High School
Rehmann has long provided support to Lumen Christi Catholic High School, sponsoring 
its annual dinner and auction. This event — which features silent and live auctions 
— raises funds that are used to enhance various programs at the school and create 
scholarships for students whose parents demonstrate financial need.

“I am a strong believer in the importance of education and deeply value our Firm’s 
commitment to corporate social responsibility,” said Michelle Fowler, Rehmann principal. 
“I’ve been highly involved with the school, having served as chair of its finance committee 
for six years, and really appreciate that the Firm is equally involved.” 

Maumee Valley Habitat for Humanity 
Maumee Valley Habitat for Humanity builds, renovates and repairs houses. Partnering 
with low-income residents of Lucas County, they offer a path to hope by providing access 
to the financing, education, resources and support necessary to purchase or repair a home.

Rehmann Principal Debbie Gossman was impressed by Habitat’s mission to help families 
find homes, as well as by the positive impact these homes have on children. She has served 
on the organization’s board for three terms, including one term as president.  

“It’s exciting to see families find a quality place to live,” reflected Gossman. “I’m proud  
to be part of an organization that makes such a substantial difference in the lives of so 
many people.”

Detroit Public Television
Detroit Public Television (DPTV) — a viewer-supported PBS member station — 
operates a radio station and TV studio in Detroit. The nonprofit organization produces 
local programs that focus on arts, culture, news and analysis. Rehmann Principal Chris 
Sing is a DPTV board member.

“I’m extremely proud of the support Rehmann provides the station, both in volunteer 
time and sponsorship dollars,” Sing said. “Being associated with a nonprofit with such 
an iconic reputation for trust and integrity reflects Rehmann’s core values and will only 
better our Firm as we venture onto the next 75 years.”

Our community responsibility
To learn more about Rehmann’s commitment to its communities, visit rehmann.com/
about/corporate-social-responsibility. 

Other organizations  
Rehmann supports include:
Humane Society of Huron Valley
Ronald McDonald House
American Cancer Society
Jewish Family Services
United Way
Salvation Army
Ashes to Glory
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
disAbility Connections
Rose Queen Pageant
Dapper Dads
Lansing Firefighters Local 421
Family & Children’s Services
Children’s Grief Center of Midland
Muskegon Rescue Mission
Harbor Hospice
Amazing Grace Animal Rescue
Swan Valley Little League
Alzheimer’s Association
Mobile Meals of Toledo
Breast Cancer Remembrance Run
Festival of Trees
Care House of Oakland County
Macomb Literacy Partners
Critter Haven
Indian River Medical Center Foundation

Ask for assistance. Not 
sure where to start? If you’re 
currently working, ask your 
manager, department supervisor 
or a colleague if they can 
provide a referral. Not only will 
this show initiative on your part, 
but it communicates that you 
understand the value of a strong 
professional network. 

Get others involved. Turn 
social responsibility into a fun 
outing with friends or family 
members. Volunteering is 
a great way to spend extra 
time with people you enjoy 
being around, and even an 
opportunity to meet people you 
may have not otherwise had 
the chance to engage with. 

Have fun! Time is 
precious and you should 
spend it doing something 
you love. Volunteering will 
enrich you as a person 
and get you out of an 
established comfort zone.

3 4 5



A few kind words …
At the end of the day, achieving our vision of being THE Firm 
of Choice for clients requires their trust and support. We 
thank not only those clients represented here, but each and 
every one we’ve had the pleasure of serving over the last 75 
years … and those we’ll serve over the next 75 and beyond.
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Growing a business is a challenge. It requires you to strike a delicate 
balance between pursuing aggressive growth strategies and hiring 
quality talent on the one hand and controlling costs and managing  
cash flow on the other.

In recent years, outsourcing has become a potent strategic weapon for 
many businesses. It allows entrepreneurs to focus on critical business 
activities while shifting the burden of time-consuming administrative 
tasks to outside providers that can perform them more efficiently and 
effectively. A number of business functions are potential outsourcing 
candidates — accounting and bookkeeping, information technology, 
human resources, payroll, accounts payable and receivable, and 
background checks.

Benefits of outsourcing
Outsourcing offers a variety of benefits to startups and other growing 
businesses, including:

Enhanced focus: Outsourcing enables business owners and 
executives to focus on core business activities and competencies — 
such as strategic planning, product development, sales, marketing and 
customer relations — without being distracted by administrative details.

Reduced costs and capital investments: Often, outside service 
providers are able to perform tasks more cost efficiently and faster 
than their clients. And they relieve businesses of the need to invest in 
technology, equipment or human resources.

Scalability: Outsourcing allows a business to increase or decrease 
services to meet its needs without the time and expense involved in 
maintaining this expertise in-house.

Higher quality: Outsourcing can provide access to highly skilled, 
innovative people — as well as cutting-edge technology — that would 
be difficult or cost prohibitive to develop in-house.

Emergency staffing: Outsourcing can help a business deal with the 
sudden departure of a key employee. 

Outsourced accounting and financial services are particularly valuable. 
Too often, businesses take a “rearview mirror” approach to accounting. 
In other words, their accounting systems show them where they’ve 
been, but provide little insight into where they’re going. Outsourcing 
can provide businesses with access to cloud-based, real-time financial 
information and knowledge that enable them to better manage cash flow 
and address problems before they spiral out of control. 

Is outsourcing right for you?
Whether you would be a good candidate for outsourcing — 
and, if so, which functions you should outsource — depends 
on the nature of your business. The key is to examine all of 
your activities to determine which serve your core business 
purposes and which are ancillary to those purposes. 
Ancillary activities may benefit from outsourcing if someone 
else can perform them faster, better and cheaper.

For some activities, the answer may vary dramatically from 
business to business. For example, a company whose core 
competency is manufacturing might outsource product 
design. However, a company that focuses on design or 
engineering might outsource the manufacturing process. 
And while technology is a core competency for a software 
developer or other technology company, it’s merely an 
administrative function for many other types of businesses.

In some cases, it might be appropriate to outsource only part 
of an activity. For example, many companies view marketing 
as a core business function, but they might outsource certain 
aspects of marketing, such as public relations or social media.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Jim Carpp is the Chief Information Officer 
and Director of Consulting at Rehmann. 
His extensive skill set includes information 
technology strategy, transitioning to the 
cloud and cyber security. 

Contact him today at  
james.carpp@rehmann.com. 

A POWERFUL TOOL  
FOR GROWING BUSINESSES

By Jim Carpp, CISA, CRISC, CIRM

Bonus Content
Visit rehmann.com/BWD to learn more about the 
value of outsourcing.
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Tax guidance (almost) every 
business owner needs
6 facts about tangible property regulations and 
how they can impact your company

Tangible property regulations — finalized in 2013 — provide guidance on which expenses may be 
deducted currently and which expenses must be capitalized and depreciated over time. This is a 
critical distinction for any business that invests in tangible property, such as buildings, equipment, 
furniture, fixtures or leasehold improvements.

At 222 pages long, tangible property regulations are complex and a detailed discussion is beyond 
the scope of this publication. But it’s important for businesses to have some familiarity with the 
regulations in order to make informed tax-planning decisions. Here are six facts you should know.

By Andy Rose, CPA
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4. Treatment of tenant improvements depends 
on lease terms
Under certain circumstances, building owners or occupants may 
deduct, rather than capitalize, certain costs associated with preparing 
leased space for new tenants or “refreshing” space for existing tenants. 
It depends on the nature and extent of the work and the size of the 
leased space relative to the building as a whole. In addition, the lease’s 
terms may affect whether certain tenant improvement costs are 
deductible — and, if so, by whom — so be sure to consider the tax 
implications when negotiating leases.

5. Routine maintenance isn’t necessarily frequent
Don’t overlook the routine maintenance safe harbor. It allows you to 
deduct certain recurring expenses, including replacement of worn or 
damaged parts. Recurring expenses are those you reasonably expect 
to incur more than once during a UOP’s class life (or more than once 
every 10 years for a building).

6. Sometimes capitalization is preferable
Under certain circumstances, you may be better off deferring tax 
deductions by electing to capitalize repair and maintenance expenses. 
This may be the case if you expect your taxable income to increase 
in future years or if you want to use an expiring net operating loss 
carryover or a suspended passive activity loss carryover.

Take action
These are just a few of the many issues raised by tangible property 
regulations. To ensure you comply with the regulations and maximize 
their potential tax benefits, work with your tax advisors to develop 
and implement a capitalization plan.

1. The distinction between improvements and 
repairs can be subtle
Generally, you should capitalize amounts paid to improve tangible 
property and deduct expenses for repairs or maintenance. But the 
line between improvements and repairs isn’t always clear. Suppose 
you own a commercial building whose roof is damaged in a storm. 
If you replace all of the asphalt shingles with comparable materials, 
the expense is likely deductible as a repair. But if you install a more 
durable metal roof, there’s a good chance it will be considered an 
improvement — depreciated over the life of the building — because 
it materially increases the quality of the building structure.

2. Identifying the unit of property is critical
To distinguish between improvements and repairs, you must 
identify the relevant “unit of property” (UOP). Identical expenses 
may be treated differently depending on how the UOP is defined. 
Say a manufacturer uses 10 machines in sequence to make a 
product. One of the machines stops working and the manufacturer 
must completely rebuild it to restore it to efficient operating 
condition. If the machine is a separate UOP, this work will likely be 
treated as an improvement, but if all 10 machines constitute a single 
UOP, then the expense may be deductible as a repair.

Special rules apply to buildings. A building together with its 
structural components is a UOP. In addition, certain building 
components — such as HVAC systems, plumbing systems, 
electrical systems and elevators — constitute separate UOPs. So, for 
example, if work performed on a building’s plumbing system is an 
improvement of that system, the expense must be capitalized, even if 
it’s not an improvement to the building as a whole.

3. De minimis safe harbor isn’t a “no brainer”
De minimis safe harbor allows you to establish a minimum 
capitalization threshold and deduct expenditures up to that amount. 
The threshold may be as high as $2,500 to $5,000 if you have audited 
financial statements and a written capitalization policy. You might think 
that the best strategy is to set the threshold as high as possible. But that’s 
not necessarily the case.

To take advantage of the safe harbor for tax purposes, you must apply 
the same capitalization threshold for financial reporting purposes. Set 
the threshold too high and you might adversely affect your financial 
statements. For example, a significant increase in deductions could 
increase your debt-to-equity ratio, causing you to violate loan covenants.
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By Kim Martin, CHFC®, CLU®, MSFS, and Gene Goldin, CPA

Business owners are often frustrated by their limited ability to contribute to qualified 
retirement plans. But with some creative planning, owners can maximize their 
contributions, slashing their tax bills in the process. Strategies to consider include safe 
harbor and cash balance plans.

Qualified plans offer significant benefits, including tax-deductible contributions and 
tax-deferred growth of plan assets. But they’re also subject to complex, costly 
nondiscrimination testing designed to prevent businesses from favoring highly 
compensated employees (HCEs) over non-highly compensated employees (non-HCEs).

If salary deferrals or contributions are substantially higher for HCEs than for non-HCEs, an 
employer must correct the imbalance by reducing deferrals or contributions for HCEs or 
increasing contributions for non-HCEs.

Creative plan design 
reduces taxes, boosts 
retirement savings
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Safe harbor plans
A safe harbor 401(k) plan allows you to maximize deferrals and 
employer contributions for HCEs while eliminating the need for 
nondiscrimination testing. The tradeoff is that you must make 
contributions on behalf of all eligible employees. In many cases, 
however, the cost of these contributions are offset by the resulting 
tax savings.

To qualify, you must choose between two types of contributions:

1. Nonelective (“profit-sharing”) contributions equal to at least 
three percent of compensation for all eligible employees, 
regardless of whether they defer any of their salaries.

2. Matching contributions equal to 100 percent of the first three 
percent of salary deferred, plus 50 percent of the next two 
percent of salary deferred.

Safe harbor plans are subject to several other requirements, 
including immediate vesting of employer contributions.

Here’s an example that illustrates the benefits of a safe harbor: 
Joe, age 55, owns a business with four employees, all of whom are 
non-HCEs. Joe earns $200,000 per year, while each employee earns 
$75,000 per year. Two of the employees defer eight percent of their 
salaries ($6,000) to the company’s 401(k) plan. The other two are 
eligible but elect not to participate, so the average salary deferral is 
four percent. 

Under the nondiscrimination rules, Joe’s deferrals cannot exceed 
his employees’ average deferrals by more than two percent. Even 
though the current maximum for someone over 50 is $24,000, 
the nondiscrimination rules limit Joe’s deferrals to six percent of 
$200,000, or $12,000.

Now, suppose Joe adopts a safe harbor plan that makes three 
percent profit-sharing contributions for each employee. The 
company contributes $2,250 for each non-HCE, but Joe’s total 
contributions increase from $12,000 to $30,000: $24,000 in 
salary deferrals, plus a $6,000 employer contribution. (Note: The 
maximum total contribution for someone 50 or over is $59,000.)

Cash balance plans
A cash balance plan is a defined benefit plan — similar to a pension 
plan — that incorporates certain features of 401(k) and other defined 
contribution plans. Like a defined benefit plan, a cash balance plan 
provides a guaranteed benefit at retirement. But, similar to a defined 
contribution plan, it expresses participants’ benefits in the form of 
annual credits to hypothetical accounts. Contributions include pay 
credits, based on a fixed amount or percentage of compensation, and 
interest credits, usually based on a conservative indexed rate.

From an employee’s perspective, cash balance plans are appealing 
because there are no employee contributions, benefits are easy to 
understand and the employer bears the investment risk (benefits are 
based on a formula, regardless of the plan assets’ actual performance). 
Also, unlike a traditional pension plan, benefits are “portable” — that 
is, they can be rolled over into a new employer’s plan.

Cash balance plans also allow business owners and other HCEs to 
rapidly accelerate their retirement savings, generating significant tax 
deductions for the business. That’s because there’s no limit on annual 
contributions. Instead, there’s a limit on annual benefits in retirement 
(currently $210,000). 

Because contributions are based on the amount necessary to yield 
a certain benefit, contributions on behalf of older business owners 
or executives who are closer to retirement can easily top $200,000 
per year. Although contributions for younger employees are lower, a 
cash balance plan doesn’t violate nondiscrimination rules so long as 
projected retirement benefits for HCEs and non-HCEs are comparable.

Review your options
Safe harbor and cash balance plans are just two examples of the 
many options available to business owners who want to turbocharge 
their retirement savings while reducing their tax bills. Your financial 
advisors can help you develop a strategy that’s right for your business.
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It is nearly 5 p.m. on a Friday. You’re looking forward to heading home for the weekend when 

you receive an urgent email from your boss, who is away on business. She explains that she just 

met a new vendor who can provide a valuable service to your company and needs you to wire 

over $50,000 immediately. 

You send the money, log out of your computer and go home, unaware that you just put the 

company — not to mention your job — in jeopardy. A closer look would have revealed that the 

letter “I” in her email address was replaced with the number “1.” The message was not from 

your boss. You’ve just become the latest victim of wire transfer fraud.  

High-wire act  
Combating wire transfer fraud
By Bill Kowalski, J.D.
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Incidents of wire transfer fraud reveal a troubling trend: rapid 
ascension. In 2013, 14 percent of all fraud cases were of the wire 
transfer variety, but that number nearly doubled by the following year, 
leaping to 27 percent. Recently, wire fraud hit Ubiquiti Networks and 
Fortelus Capital Management LLP, with losses of $46.7 million and 
$1.2 million, respectively. 

Here are three reasons you need to be vigilant when it comes to wire 
transfer fraud and three ways to protect your company and yourself. 

Reasons to be vigilant 
It is easy to fall victim to these schemes
Cyber criminals have an arsenal of tactics up their sleeves. 
Once they’ve researched a corporation’s structure, identified a 
target and executed phishing attacks, they study how the victim 
works, writes, orders wire transfers and vacations. They create a 
pseudo identity and target the victim’s direct reports, using the 
information gleaned to carry out their con. 

The transaction is nearly impossible to reverse
Once a wire transfer has been accepted, the chances of canceling 
or disputing the transaction are slim to none. This is because the 
money is often withdrawn before victims even realize they have 
been scammed. 

Stolen funds are rarely recovered
Once the fraudsters make off with the money, they rarely leave a 
trail. Because of this, it is highly unlikely for wire fraud victims 
to retrieve what was taken.  

1

2

3

Ways to ensure security  
Stay alert 
Don’t let your guard down, especially if your job 
responsibilities include carrying out financial transactions 
on behalf of the company. When you receive a wire transfer 
request, be thorough in verifying its authenticity before 
providing any authorization. 

Put a system for wire transfer requests in place 
Work with your team to create a stringent wire transfer process 
that leaves no room for criminals to infiltrate. For example, 
require in-person or phone authorization for transactions 
instead of giving the OK via email. Make sure several people 
have to sign off on transactions prior to authorization. Every 
employee involved should be provided with in-depth training 
on these new procedures to increase understanding and 
compliance.

Exercise caution and safeguard your network
Never provide confidential information in an email or click 
on links from questionable sources. Install anti-virus software 
on all company computers, smartphones and tablets. Ensure 
that your information technology department is aware of any 
suspicious activity on these devices. 

Fraudsters are always ready to take advantage of lax corporate 
processes. Diligent attention to preventive measures will help  
keep you one step ahead of them and keep your company’s 
funds well protected.

1

2

3

Incidents of wire transfer fraud reveal a troubling 
trend: rapid ascension. In 2013, 14 percent of all 
fraud cases were of the wire transfer variety, but that 
number nearly doubled by the following year, leaping 
to 27 percent.
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How to Create a Mind: The Secret of 
Human Thought Revealed 
Ray Kurzweil

Kurzweil has been dubbed the Thomas Edison of our age. He is 
a prolific inventor and has been the driving force behind several 
of our key technological advancements during the past 30 years. 
In this fascinating book, he maps out a blueprint to replicate the 
functionality of our brains via artificial intelligence. It may sound 
like science fiction today, but considering Kurzweil’s impressive 
track record … who knows? This could very well happen in  
our lifetimes.

Rise of the Robots: Technology and the 
Threat of a Jobless Future
Martin Ford

Ford takes a sobering view of the ramifications of our technological 
advancements. Presently, machines are shifting from enhancing 
productivity to replacing the workforce. If the work is routine and 
predictable, there is a high probability — whether the job is blue or 
white collar — it can be replaced by a machine. Ford explores the 
impact this transition could have on our future workforce, as well 
as the broader societal implications that could transpire.

Race Against the Machine: How the Digital 
Revolution is Accelerating Innovation, Driving 
Productivity, and Irreversibly Transforming 
Employment and the Economy 
Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee

If you are looking to get the big picture in short order, I would 
start here, as the authors provide a well-balanced view of the 
current and future states of artificial intelligence. It’s a quick read 
with a high flyover of the challenges and opportunities this new 
technology presents.

The Future of the Professions: How 
Technology Will Transform the Work of 
Human Experts 
Richard Susskind and Daniel Susskind 

Susskind and Susskind believe that we are at the brink of an 
irreversible change in the way expertise is made available to society. 
The premise is that we’re moving from a print-based platform in 
which professionals provide information to an Internet-based 
platform where information is dispensed by machines.  

The Master Algorithm: How the Quest 
for the Ultimate Learning Machine Will 
Remake Our World 
Pedro Domingos

Domingos’ goal is to demystify machine learning and explain it 
in straightforward terms we can all understand. Simply stated, we 
are transitioning from a world where a computer programmer 
gives the computer instructions to a new state in which the 
computer learns on its own. Domingos explores five basic tribes of 
thought on machine learning. In the end, his hope is to move the 
technology from behind the curtain to the public domain, where 
we can all leverage the benefits as a society.

Speaking of the calculating machines that served as 
precursors to today’s computers, Picasso once said, “They 
are useless. They can only give you answers.” Today, that 
is no longer the case, as artificial intelligence and machine 
learning affect every facet of our daily lives. 

I’ve assembled some books that shed light on how this 
technology enhances and modifies our world today, as well 
as how it might impact our future. Good reading! 

Carpp’s  
Book Corner

Jim Carpp,  
CISA/CIRM, CRISC
Director of  
Rehmann Consulting 
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Now mandatory:  
A strong digital 
defense
The average cyber attack takes nearly 50 days — and costs 
close to $2 million — to resolve. 

Letting your guard down is not an option. Rely on Rehmann’s 
cyber security consultants to help fend off digital assaults that 
disrupt your business and bruise your bottom line. 

SOURCE: Ponemon Institute’s “2015 Cost of Cyber Crime Study: United States.”
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At Rehmann, our goal is to provide an exceptional 
experience to each client. To help ensure that we meet 
and exceed your expectations, we welcome your ideas and 
advice on how to serve you better. Please call or email me 
to share your confidential feedback. Thank you.

We want to  
hear from you

rehmann.com

Mitch Reno
Principal  |  Director of Client Services
989.797.8381
mitch.reno@rehmann.com


